
2145 – Monmouth Arms – 26/01/20 

Ok we miss a week because of a hospital scare and then we find out it’s a red dress run. We 
don’t have a red dress, let alone anything red! It’s just not my colour. I’m more autumnal so we 
are going to wear black and orange!!! 
Big rain front coming from the west again. Hotspur could’ve come, but preferred to cut 
bush/hedge. 
Arriving at the pub its wedge your car in time. Not doing that, so park across the road, not 
tarmac’d but no signs to says push off, so with Jock Strap doing the same thing we stay. Quick 
down pour makes us think twice about running, but we are stronger than that, so we amble up to 
view the myriad redness of the runners. Lots of standing around, shaking of tired heads, 
apparently Burns night was a great success, even allowing for Shitzou wearing a belt instead of 
a dress. And this was after complaining about my running leggings!!! 
Today its small hares and we are nowhere near their normal stamping grounds around Ansty, so 
this trail could be different. 
Hare report is we have to use the back entrance to the supermarket, so go slowly; is there any 
other way, and remember we only use the “on out” once, else you go around forever. 
So, we jog out to spy the mega Morrisons, didn’t know we had one so far south, but it acts an 
obstacle to run around to find some precious mud. 
Too soon we are back onto tar mac. Busy road to cross, and Banger is into the play field, that 
seems to easy so we leave him to run the two sides of a triangle as opposed to being wiley and 
running the hypotenuse.  
Cross Dresser (in a disappointing red vest and tie around his head) is out with Spotted Dick 
(resplendent in crushed red velvet, spoilt by the hairy chest) and a very decorous BendOver 
(imitating Pocahontas) on some sandy stuff. Wheeze, not getting the memo about ‘dress’, is trail 
checking in a very fetching trouser suit. 
Compared to two weeks ago, there is no confusion over duplicate trails. This is almost looking 
like a Hash. 
Carolyn, back from sunny France, has brought relations. The sort of relations that can run. These 
relations have the special ability to be able to run with no effort, such that they tag onto the front 
runners and just shadow them and smile. How can you run and smile at the same time! Weird. 
The majority of this trail winds its way through the woods until we hit the obligatory photo shoot. 
SD just gets the shots in when K9 blunders his way in, so we have to start all again. 
When we do continue, we, I, go wrong. On the way back through the pack, all we hear is “Slurry 
is stinky”, “Slurry is horrible’, “Slurry sticks to your shoes”. I don’t know how I upset Wheeze, but 
she was letting rip to K9. 
Finally, CD and B pass the “On Out” again so we know the pub is close. 
Quick change before its rains, and we rush in to warm up by the fire. 
Great personal service with the coffee delivery followed by Ferret washing his feet in beer. 
So, we avoided the rain, lots of red dresses, money collected, plenty of shiggy, and possibly a 
hash that’s was ….. 
So what did you think? 

On On :) 
 


